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Herland Report: The ongoing political civil war in the United States, and attempted coup against the duly elected


president, Donald Trump steadily puts the corruption within the Democratic Party forefront.
American corruption on State level is now so obvious that leading
intellectuals, openly speak of attempted coup d’etat in America.
The impeachment hearings in Congress have revealed that Nancy Pelosi
allegedly swore to “impeach the President” the very moment Trump was
elected, that the Democrats produce accusers but no proof, that the
Democrats have worked for over two years to achieve an impeachment.
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Listen to how the Speaker of the House, Nancy P elosi explains how Democr ats smear and lie in the video below ,
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They then use the same smear reported in the press by the Democrats, as Pelosi says, to re-validate the lies as
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“conﬁrmed by the press.” It is apparently called The W rap Up Smear, of which she seems pr oudly conﬁdent that is



an honorable Party tactic.
She states: “You demonize, it is called the Wrap Up Smear. You smear somebody, with falsehoods and all the r est.
Then you merchandize it, you write it and say “It is reported in the press” this and this, so y ou have the validation
that the press reported the smear. That’s what’s called a Wrap Up Smear.” So, we merchandize what the press has
reported on the smear that we made. It is a tactic.”
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Herland Report have numerous TV programs on YouTube with leading senators, politicians,
CIA and DIA directors, Judicial Watch leaders, authors, Black Lives Matter and more on the
subject of American corruption.
Many ask why we do not cover the impeachment process the same way we covered Russia
it! grounds
Herland for
Report:
Gate. We think that Dr. Paul Craig Roberts says it best: The answer is that thereShare
are no
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mainstream media are
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Probably also the CIA is using its media assets to run an experiment to see if Americans are suﬃciently
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that a media campaign can succeed in bringing down a President despite the absence of any



offense or evidence. I doubt it will succeed. As Russiagate failed to convince the public, the public is
likely to see the second attempt to unelect Trump as another hoax.
The stated national aim of president Donald Trump is to be found in the speech below.

The Video That Made Me Love Trump
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Thanks so much for reading! More people, like you, are supporting and reading our investigative work,
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